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Outstanding Teaching Expectations 
As a school, we recognise that we are only as good as the quality of our teaching.  We have 

created this document to make it clear to all stakeholders what we believe constitutes 

Outstanding Teaching. 
 

Outstanding Teaching 
The following document uses the standards set out by the Government through their 

teaching standards, Ofsted through their latest inspection framework, Osiris Educational 

through their Outstanding Teaching Intervention and through our own Learning and 

Teaching policy.  
 

With this document in mind, it is an expectation that teachers carefully plan and teach good 

to outstanding lessons on a daily basis to allow our children to have the best possible chance 

of success. 
 

It is also an expectation that all teachers should have a growth mindset and want to 

continue to develop their practice so that they can be the best teacher that they can be. 
 

The Big Four 
With so many things to consider when planning and teaching it can be hard to know what to 

concentrate on.  At Hunslet Carr we focus on what evidence suggests are the 4 main drivers 

of children’s progress.  We call them, The Big Four. 
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Feedback 
Feedback consistently is ranked as having high impact on student progress, but only when it 

is done well.  Both teachers and learners need to have clarity about the learning ‘gaps’ that 

exist between the current position and what success looks like. They also need to know how 

to close these gaps. Without this knowledge, learners remain dependent and can ultimately 

become de-motivated. High quality feedback also relies upon both the teacher and all 

learners having a growth mindset, craving feedback and using it to adapt what they do 

next.  

 

Autonomy 
This will involve building the knowledge, attitudes, skills and habits (KASH) of learners so that 

they can be more independent of their teachers. Ultimately our aim as teachers is to make 

ourselves redundant.  
  

Challenge 
The higher the level of challenge the richer the opportunities for questioning and for 

generating the proof, or otherwise, that learners have closed gaps. Challenges provide the 

teacher with valuable feedback on where learners are getting stuck or are struggling – 

feedback that can help the teacher to quickly reshape the lesson to address the problem 

areas.  
 

Finally challenge is crucial to learner engagement and, because learners are thinking more 

deeply about what they are being taught, to their ability to remember new learning.  
 

Engagement 
Without engagement, teaching and learning is futile.  There are motivational triggers that 

can be used to engage learners getting them into a state of “FLOW”.  A state where they 

are absorbed in their learning. All this can mean more active learning and enjoyment for 

learners and greater job satisfaction for teachers. 
 

Hunslet Carr and The Big Four 
How are we helping you to focus on The Big Four? 
 

Feedback  
We have been working hard to develop our Feedback to children over the last couple of 

years and what we know works well has now been included in the Feedback Clarity 

document. 
 

Autonomy  
You will see from our Environment Clarity document that we want to encourage effort and 

positive attitudes.  This can be seen in displays focused on 3B4Me or Brain, Buddy, Boss.  It 

can also be seen from Attitude and effort scales.  
  

Challenge 
We have worked hard over the last couple of years to instil in our children positive growth 

mindsets.  Children understand resilience and recognise that when faced with a challenge it 

is effort that is going to make the difference. Our vision, High Expectations, Caring, Positive 

Attitudes and Successful along with our motto, Impossible is Nothing, mean that our children 

enjoy challenges.  You can see this thread running through our school in The Pit! Displays in 

each classroom. 
 

Engagement  
Over the last couple of years we have introduced a number of ideas to engage children in 

their own learning.  Teachers use strategies such as Tarsias and Reach for the Stars to 

motivate and engage the children.  If you would like ideas to engage your class please 

speak to the members of staff who have taken part in the OTI training. 
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How will I know how well I am teaching?  
First of all it will help to be clear about how we as leaders derive our judgements of the 

quality of your teaching. 

 

 

 

The Teaching Overview 
Since 2012 we have been using The Teaching Overview to bring together all the information 

taken during the six activities above to judge teaching over time. 
 

The system allows us to identify strengths and areas for development in individual teachers, 

phases and across the school.  These often feed in to performance management targets 

and form the basis of CPD. 
 

Your line manager and performance reviewer will be able to discuss your Teaching Overview 

during the course of the year. 

 

Levelling Up Grids 
One tool we use that can help you assess the standard of your own teacher is Levelling Up 

grids. These are used on the OTI training and will support you to plan, assess, and evaluate 

how good you are at The Big Four:  
  

Level 1a = Outstanding Secure  

Level 1b = Outstanding Unsecure  

Level 2a = Good Secure                                                                                                                  

Level 2b = Good Unsecure  
 

The levels are calibrated to the latest Ofsted framework and hundreds of teachers who have 

taken part in OTI.  At each level we illustrate the actions, attitudes, and behaviours of both 

teacher and learners and how to move up them.  
   

Teachers, like learners, require clear success criteria and they need to be aware of the ‘gap’ 

between their current level of performance and their potential level. Only when the size of 

the gap is realised can they apply strategies to try to close it. Therefore the levels provide 

clear success criteria that are transparent to individual teachers, or groups of teachers 

working together, and observers.  
 

The levels are designed to support teachers to develop a shared understanding and to 

apply real quality to the processes of improving teaching and learning.  
  

There are three sets of levels; Engagement, Challenge and Feedback. The fourth sector of 

the BIG FOUR is Autonomy.  This is built into all three levels. 

How do we judge the quality of teaching?

Lesson Observations

Book Scrutiny

Drop Ins

Learning Walks

Children's Progress

Pupil Interviews
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Self-Review Questions and Video Technology 
Another tool we use that can help you assess the standard of your own teacher is our Self- 

Review Questions and Video Technology. 
 

During the lesson observations in Autumn and Summer your lesson will be recorded and you 

will be given the memory card to view your lesson.  Alongside this you will also be given a set 

of self-review questions based on the Big Four that will form the basis of the professional 

discussion with your phase leader after the lesson.    
 

Example of the Self-Review Questions 
1. Where did the idea for the lesson come from?  What did you hope the children would 

learn from the lesson? 

2. When were children given the chance to compare their level of learning against the 

success criteria?  Did this allow the children to up-level their own learning during the 

lesson? 

3. What opportunities were there in the lesson for self and peer feedback? 

4. What did you notice about the engagement of your class over the lesson?  Which 

children were engaged in the lesson and how do you know? 

5. What techniques did you use to try to motivate all of the children during the lesson? 

Did they work? 

6. How do you demonstrate to the children your high expectations from them as 

learners?  Do all adults in the classroom demonstrate these expectations? 

7. How do your class respond to high challenge activities?  Do they persevere when 

given a challenge?  Are there individuals who give up too soon? 

8. How independent were all the pupils?  How were all the adults in the room 

developing independence?  

9. What plans do you have to further develop motivation, independence, resilience 

and high expectations in your pupils as the term continues?  

10. What do you think are the three most important things you need to either start doing 

/ stop doing / do more of or do less of in future lessons? 
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Appendix A 

Ofsted Grade Descriptors - Teaching and Learning – Outstanding 

 Teachers demonstrate deep knowledge and understanding of the subjects they 

teach. They use questioning highly effectively and demonstrate understanding of the 

ways pupils think about subject content. They identify pupils’ common 

misconceptions and act to ensure they are corrected.  

 

 Teachers plan lessons very effectively, making maximum use of lesson time and 

coordinating lesson resources well. They manage pupils’ behaviour highly effectively 

with clear rules that are consistently enforced.  

 

 Teachers provide adequate time for practice to embed the pupils’ knowledge, 

understanding and skills securely. They introduce subject content progressively and 

constantly demand more of pupils. Teachers identify and support any pupil who is 

falling behind, and enable almost all to catch up.  

 

 Teachers check pupils’ understanding systematically and effectively in lessons, 

offering clearly directed and timely support.  

 

 Teachers provide pupils with incisive feedback, in line with the school’s assessment 

policy, about what pupils can do to improve their knowledge, understanding and 

skills. The pupils use this feedback effectively.  

 

 Teachers set challenging homework, in line with the school’s policy and as 

appropriate for the age and stage of pupils, that consolidates learning, deepens 

understanding and prepares pupils very well for work to come.  

 

 Teachers embed reading, writing and communication and, where appropriate, 

mathematics exceptionally well across the curriculum, equipping all pupils with the 

necessary skills to make progress. For younger children in particular, phonics teaching 

is highly effective in enabling them to tackle unfamiliar words.  

 

 Teachers are determined that pupils achieve well. They encourage pupils to try hard, 

recognise their efforts and ensure that pupils take pride in all aspects of their work. 

Teachers have consistently high expectations of all pupils’ attitudes to learning.   

 

 Pupils love the challenge of learning and are resilient to failure. They are curious, 

interested learners who seek out and use new information to develop, consolidate 

and deepen their knowledge, understanding and skills. They thrive in lessons and also 

regularly take up opportunities to learn through extra-curricular activities.   

 

 Pupils are eager to know how to improve their learning. They capitalise on 

opportunities to use feedback, written or oral, to improve.   

 

 Parents are provided with clear and timely information on how well their child is 

progressing and how well their child is doing in relation to the standards expected. 

Parents are given guidance about how to support their child to improve.    

 

 Teachers are quick to challenge stereotypes and the use of derogatory language in 

lessons and around the school.  

 

 Pupils love the challenge of learning.   

                                                                           Source: Ofsted Framework 
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Appendix B 

Taken from the Learning and Teaching Policy – Hunslet Carr Primary School  
 

An outstanding teacher… 

 Bases all learning on the following essential criteria; independence and resilience, 

engagement and enjoyment, challenge and feedback.  

 Demonstrates an outstanding use of teaching assistants and resources in order to 

support the children’s learning.  

 Encourages pupils to generate their own questions. 

 Follows the interest of learners through carrying out pre-learning tasks to find out what 

the children want to learn.  

 Provides opportunities for the children to be challenged and develop their resilience 

through striving to succeed.  

 Ensures children have access to resources to enable them to work independently.  

 Has high expectations which are challenging but achievable. 

 Provides clear explanations to all children. 

 Carries out lessons at an appropriate pace. 

 Uses varied and flexible teaching styles, depending on the task and individual needs of 

the learner. 

 Shows secure subject knowledge within all areas of the curriculum. 

 Has an exciting, enthusiastic approach to learning, which will help inspire, motivate and 

engage our children. 

 Demonstrates a clear focus through learning intentions and success criteria. 

 Uses positive behaviour management strategies in order to motivate and encourage 

pupils to take ownership of their learning. Follows the schools behaviour policy.  

 Creates a relaxed, yet purposeful and safe learning environment which provides fun and 

active learning.  

 Has high expectations for children’s punctuality and attendance and ensures that both 

children and parents are aware of this. Follows the school’s attendance policy.  

 Uses appropriate language to interact with all children.  

 Differentiates tasks appropriately to enable learners to identify what they need to do in 

order to understand and achieve to their full potential. 

 Ensures that each and every child make progress in their learning, in every lesson, 

regardless of their ability.  

 Links pupils’ prior skills, knowledge and understanding to their learning. 

 Uses a range of question types, e.g. open and closed questions, to challenge and 

extend children’s learning. 

 Assesses the children’s understanding and progress throughout lessons, giving them the 

opportunity to evaluate and reflect upon their learning. 

 Ensures all pupils maintain their concentration and engagement through using mini 

plenaries to break down the lesson into manageable sections.  

 Gives effective and timely feedback to enable children to reach their full potential. 

Follows the schools marking and feedback policy.  

 


